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Use Both Sides of Your Brain
Using the latest research on the workings of the human brain, Buzan provides stepby-step exercises for discovering the powers of the right side of the brain and
learning to use the left side more effectively. By increasing our understanding of
how the mind works, Buzan shows us how to use our brains to the best advantage.

Mind Mapping to Success
Tony Buzan, 'the biggest name in memory', takes a fascinating and exuberant look
at the enormous potential of a child's brain and provides parents with the practical
tools they need to help their children achieve it. Mind maps, memory games and
other techniques allow parents to encourage learning and development for
children of all ages.

Dealing with Difficult People
Visual Mapping is an easy-to-learn, straightforward system for generating and
organising any ideas. Using a central image, key words, colours, codes and
symbols, the process is both fun and fast. For many the traditional style of writing
ideas in a linear fashion, using one colour on a lined piece of paper, is habit.

Blue Ocean Leadership (Harvard Business Review Classics)
Exam Prep for: The Mind Map Book; Unlock Your Creativity,
Teacher Development Over Time: Practical Activities for Language Teachers
addresses teacher learning over the span of the careers of both novice and
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experienced teachers in English Language Teaching (ELT). It is designed to a) help
novice ELT teachers to see the ways in which their learning may open up careers
and communities over a professional life span; and b) support experienced ELT
teachers in understanding where they are in their careers and how they may
respond creatively to the challenges in that particular career phase. Part 1
synthesises the views of major research on teaching as it is experienced over time
by teachers and discusses the implications. Readers engage with these ideas via
the activities in Part 2, which encourage them to reflect on their career paths and
on possible themes for future work. Part 3 describes ways teachers can set the Part
2 activities within a busy professional life, and Part 4 helps teachers to engage in
further explorations on their own or with others. By merging a strong line of
research with very practical tools for understanding professional development,
Teacher Development Over Time proves to be an indispensable resource for
language teachers as well as teacher educators and mentors.

Use Your Head
A best-selling author and expert on brain development shows parents how to
unlock their children's true intellectual potential--including social, creative,
numerical, and physical--via memory games, number skills, Mind Maps and more,
in a book that includes flashcards.

Unlocking the Secrets of Mind Mapping
Reviews the basics of mind mapping, explains why and how mind maps are used,
and demonstrates the practice in hypothetical situations.

Mind Mapping: Improve Memory, Concentration,
Communication, Organization, Creativity, and Time
Management
The Mind Map Notebook serves as a quick, easy and fast way to build your ideas
and launch creativity in your plans and its execution.

Head Strong
A practical nine-step productivity guide for turning your dreamsinto realities When
you think of project management, you probably think ofbusiness projects and
boring meetings. But every project, personaland professional, needs to be properly
managed if you expect toturn what you can dream up into a reality you can live.
We all havedreams we're passionate about—getting ahead at work, startinga
business, or even learning to play an instrument—but it'sdifficult to live your
dreams without a framework for getting fromvision to achievement. Dream It, Do
It, Live It offerspractical, understandable, and doable guidance on achieving
anygoal in nine easy steps. With case studies of real people whoachieved their own
dreams, this easy-to-read illustrated guide willhelp you focus on the dream you
want to make real and theconstructive and meaningful steps you can take to today
to makethat dream happen. A short, easy-to-read guide full of practical advice and
simplesteps for getting started on the path to your ultimate goals Includes an easyPage 2/13
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to-follow nine-step system that helps youreach any goal, professional or personal
Ideal for professionals who want to get ahead, entrepreneurswho want to start
their own business, hobbyists, and anyone whowants to turn the intangible into the
tangible No matter where you want to go in life, there's always a way toget there.
Dream It, Do It, Live It gives you the practical,real-world advice you need to set out
on the road to your ultimatesuccess.

Mind Mapping
Moaners, fault finders, manipulators - these are just a few examples of the difficult
people we put up with at work. However by understanding their motives and
individual behaviours you can learn to manage aggression, avoid awkward
situations and keep your cool. This second edition of the best-selling Dealing with
Difficult People includes a brand new chapter on dealing with difficult people in the
digital sphere. It provides the tools and techniques you need to get the best out of
the worst, including how to deal with difficult customers, advice on beating bullies
at their own game and how to deal with a boss who drives you barmy.

Mind Maps at Work
The School of Greatness
For the past five decades, Tony Buzan has been at the leading edge of learning
and educational research with his revolutionary Mind Map technique. With Mind
Map Mastery, he has distilled these years of global research into the clearest and
most powerful instructional work available on the Mind Map technique. Tony Buzan
invented the Mind Map technique five decades ago. Seeing the transformational
impact it had on people, he has been spreading the thinking tool across the world
ever since. Tony Buzan's Mind Map technique has gathered amazing praise and an
enormous worldwide following over the last few decades, but as with any very
successful idea, there have been many sub-standard imitators. With Mind Map
Mastery, Tony Buzan re-establishes the essential concepts that are the core of the
Mind Map with a clarity and practicality unrivalled by other books. If you are
looking to improve your memory, plan your business strategy, become more
organized, study for an exam or plan out your future, this is the book for you. With
a clarity and depth that far exceeds any other book on the subject, it includes the
history of the development of the Mind Map, an explanation of what makes a Mind
Map (and what isn't a Mind Map) and why it's such a powerful tool, illustrated stepby-step techniques for Mind Map development – from simple to complex
applications – and how to deal with Mind Maps that have “gone wrong”. Developed
both for those new to the Mind Map concept as well as more experienced users
who would like to revise and expand their expertise, Mind Map Mastery is the one
Mind Mapping book needed on the shelf of every student and business person
across the world.

Mind Maps for Kids
Mind mapping is a thinking and learning tool that improves memory,
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concentration, communication, organization, creativity, and time management.
This book is the ultimate resource on the topic of mind maps, describing in detail
how to apply mind maps with note-taking, lectures, research, brainstorming,
writing (non-fiction & fiction), planning, goal setting, lists, groups, and more. Also
includes an in-depth discussion on mind mapping with children, helping children
tap their brain's natural ability to think better, learn quicker, and remember more.
You'll find over 50 mind map images, illustrations, and diagrams - more than any
other book. Unlike images in other books, which are only 1 or 2 levels deep, many
of the images in this book go 3 to 4 levels. Most books and e-readers do a poor job
of reproducing mind maps. That's why this book has a link under each image to
see a larger, fuller, and more detailed version online. All the examples and
illustrations will open your mind to the true power and flexibility of the tool. In
short, this is the most comprehensive book on mind mapping, enhancing your skills
in reading, writing, learning, note taking, brainstorming, planning, productivity, and
so much more. Give it a shot, it will change the way you interact with information.

Mind Map Mastery
This introductory text presents basic principles of social science research through
maps, graphs, and diagrams. The authors show how concept maps and mind maps
can be used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research, using
student-friendly examples and classroom-based activities. Integrating theory and
practice, chapters show how to use these tools to plan research projects, "see"
analysis strategies, and assist in the development and writing of research reports.

The Ultimate Book of Mind Maps
Tony Buzan knows more than a little about Mind Maps – after all, he did invent
them! Often referred to as the ‘the Swiss-army knife for the brain’, Mind Maps are
a ground-breaking, note-taking and mind-organising technique that has already
revolutionised the lives of many millions of people around the world and taken the
educational world by storm. Now Tony Buzan is sharing the powerful techniques of
mind mapping with the business world to help business professionals everywhere
revolutionise the way they think and practise. Mind Maps for Business is the very
first and only book on mind mapping that has been written by Tony Buzan
specifically for a business audience. No matter how big or small the business you
work in; no matter if you’re an employer or an employee; no matter what your role
is, you’ll find the benefits of using mind maps to help you think, organise, plan and
control are vast: Accelerate your productivity to levels you never thought possible.
Generate exciting new possibilities for growth and expansion. Make meetings,
discussions and forums really productive and useful. Negotiate, talk and consult
more constructively and effectively. Be more focussed, more organised and much
smarter. Unleash your amazing creative capabilities. Whether you’re writing
marketing plans or strategy documents; looking for new ways to develop your
business; planning a conference or event; restructuring your staff; or looking to
improve your management and leadership skills – discover today the amazing
advantages that using Mind Maps for Business can bring.

Dream It, Do It, Live It
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Can studying really be interesting and enjoyable? This book explores attitudes
towards studying and offers tips and techniques to turn studying into an
interesting, enjoyable activity instead of the dull drudgery that it is for most
people. Why study subjects you don't like? How to exercise and diet right to keep
your brain alert? How to use mind maps to study during an emergency? Art of
Living teachers Khurshed Batliwala and Dinesh Ghodke distill years of learning and
teaching young people into this fun, easy-to-read book.

Head First
Applying his groundbreaking program to the world of business, the author of The
Mind Map Book shows how to use his innovative learning techniques to tap into
and free the mind's hidden powers and to improve memory, concentration,
creativity, and productivity to accomplish workplace success and fulfillment.
Original.

The Inner Child Workbook
When a career-ending injury left elite athlete and professional football player Lewis
Howes out of work and living on his sister’s couch, he decided he needed to make
a change for the better. He started by reaching out to people he admired,
searching for mentors, and applying his past coaches’ advice from sports to life off
the field. Lewis did more than bounce back: He built a multimillion-dollar online
business and is now a sought-after business coach, speaker, and podcast host. In
The School of Greatness, Howes shares the essential tips and habits he gathered in
interviewing “the greats” on his wildly popular podcast of the same name. In
discussion with people like Olympic gold medalist Shawn Johnson and Pencils of
Promise CEO Adam Braun, Howes figured out that greatness is unearthed and
cultivated from within. The masters of greatness are not successful because they
got lucky or are innately more talented, but because they applied specific habits
and tools to embrace and overcome adversity in their lives. A framework for
personal development, The School of Greatness gives you the tools, knowledge,
and actionable resources you need to reach your potential. Howes anchors each
chapter with a specific lesson he culled from his greatness “professors” and his
own experiences to teach you how to create a vision, develop hustle, and use
dedication, mindfulness, joy, and love to reach goals. His lessons and practical
exercises prove that anyone is capable of achieving success and that we can all
strive for greatness in our everyday lives.

Mind Maps for Business
Mind Mapping book for organizing your thoughts and ideas and convert them to
reality Convenient 8.5 by 8.5 size so you will have enough space for all your
thoughts 120 Pages Paperback glossy cover Perfect for Students Creative People
Boys Secretaries Business people Officers Kids Teens Adults Teachers Sales Person
and for anyone who loves blue Used as Mind map diary Decision Notepad Pros and
Cons notebook Study Plan Event planning guide Party planning guide Habit
tracking Journaling Organizing thoughts Project manager To do list book Taking
notes and so on Buy one for yourself or as a gift!!!!
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Mapping Inner Space
Uses revolutionary techniques to enhance memory and brain power, so readers will
find everything they need to maximise their success in studies and exams.

Baby Brain Builders
This introductory text presents basic principles of social science research through
maps, graphs, and diagrams. The authors show how concept maps and mind maps
can be used in quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research, using
student-friendly examples and classroom-based activities. Integrating theory and
practice, chapters show how to use these tools to plan research projects, "see"
analysis strategies, and assist in the development and writing of research reports.

Unlock Your Creativity
This book is designed as a gentle, step-by-step guide for re-parenting the inner
child during the first seven stages of life: as an infant, a toddler, a young child, a
grade school child, a young teen, a young adolescent, and a young adult. Using a
wide range of tools to do this inner work, the reader is led to explore the issues of
grief, shame, and loss at each of the seven stages.

Master Your Memory
Mind Mapping is a breakthrough system of planning and note-taking that cuts
homework time in half and makes schoolwork fun. Mind Maps for Kids is Tony
Buzan s first book written specially for a younger audience, suitable for ages 7 to
14. Tony Buzan has been teaching children all over the world for the past thirty
years and has proved that Mind Maps are the magic formula in the classroom:
remembering facts and figures is a piece of cake, planning is a doddle and getting
stuck for an answer is a thing of the past. In Mind Maps for Kids, Tony Buzan
explains this amazing system using step-by-step examples in every subject across
the curriculum. He shows just how easy Mind Mapping is and how it can help kids
to remember things and concentrate better make clearer and better notes revise
and ace exams come up with ideas and unlock the imagination save time Mind
Maps for Kids is a full-colour workbook, with the emphasis on having fun. As well as
tips for improving memory and concentration, the book is packed with jokes,
cartoons and brainteasers. Mind Mapping is the shortcut to success that puts kids
one step (and sometimes miles ) ahead."

The Smart Solution Book
Can we really memorize anything? The answer is, ‘Yes we can!’ From Guinness
World Record holders (for conducting the largest maths class on memorizing times
tables till 99) Aditi Singhal and Sudhir Singhal comes a book that will serve as a
manual to explore the immense power of your memory through a scientific yet
simple approach. It will: • Explain concepts with simple illustrations • While
teaching you memory techniques, it will also discuss their application in real life,
like memorizing appointments, presentations, names and faces, long answers,
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spellings, formulae, vocabulary, foreign languages and general information • Give
the scientific interpretation of ancient memory-enhancing practices that will be
particularly useful for students, teachers, professors, doctors, managers, marketing
and other professionals as well as the common man Following the unparalleled
success of How to Become a Human Calculator, Aditi Singhal and Sudhir Singhal
turn their hands to helping you master the right method to input any information
using which you can easily memorize anything and, more important, recall it
whenever required.

Tinker Dabble Doodle Try
Ten years ago, world-renowned professors W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne
broke ground by introducing "blue ocean strategy," a new model for discovering
uncontested markets that are ripe for growth. In this bound version of their
bestselling Harvard Business Review classic article, they apply their concepts and
tools to what is perhaps the greatest challenge of leadership: closing the gulf
between the potential and the realized talent and energy of employees. Research
indicates that this gulf is vast: According to Gallup, 70% of workers are disengaged
from their jobs. If companies could find a way to convert them into engaged
employees, the results could be transformative. The trouble is, managers lack a
clear understanding of what changes they could make to bring out the best in
everyone. In this article, Kim and Mauborgne offer a solution to that problem: a
systematic approach to uncovering, at each level of the organization, which
leadership acts and activities will inspire employees to give their all, and a process
for getting managers throughout the company to start doing them. Blue ocean
leadership works because the managers' "customers"--that is, the people
managers oversee and report to--are involved in identifying what's effective and
what isn't. Moreover, the approach doesn't require leaders to alter who they are,
just to undertake a different set of tasks. And that kind of change is much easier to
implement and track than changes to values and mind-sets. The Harvard Business
Review Classics series offers you the opportunity to make seminal Harvard
Business Review articles a part of your permanent management library. Each
highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape
best practices and inspire countless managers around the world--and will have a
direct impact on you today and for years to come.

Buzan's Study Skills
"Unlock Your Creativity: a 21-day sensory workout for writers" is the first book in
the series co-authored by Sue Johnson and Val Andrews. Unlock Your Creativity
begins with exercises to help the reader identify their creative aspirations. It then
takes them on a 21-day journey through the senses, showing a variety of ways to
fuel their creative writing. Sue and Val support this sensory workout with a
selection of practical planning tools, hints and tips to keep the creative writer
focused on achieving their goals and to help sustain their momentum and workflow when life gets in the way. This book also incorporates exercises and
information from Sue and Val's successful Unlock Your Creativity Workshops. It is a
must read for anyone who has always wanted to write but doesn't know where to
start.
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Mind Mapping For Dummies
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE COLLECTION OF PROBLEM-SOLVING TOOLS, GAMES
AND TECHNIQUES USED BY BRAINSTORMERS, GAMECHANGERS AND
TRAILBLAZERS. As working life becomes more complex, we are increasingly faced
with problems which may at first seem insoluble. The Smart Solution Book is your
guide to solving these problems, whatever their size. The Smart Solution Book
explains each tool in detail – what it is, when and how to use it, its strengths and
its limitations. The tools range from quick fixes, which can be used by someone
working alone, to large scale solutions which can be used by groups of 100 and
more. You can also use the tools separately or in combination with each other. •
Frame problems so they can be solved • Find a solution to even the most
intractable problem • Enjoy the process of problem solving, whether alone or in
collaboration with others • Become more creative in your thinking so that, over
time, solutions begin to present themselves The Smart Solution Book will change
your way of thinking about business problems: apply the techniques and see the
solutions unfold. “The essential guide for any problem solving situation. Effective,
practical and very accessible. Highly recommended.” Chris Garthwaite, CEO CGA
Consulting "There isn't a single individual or organisation that could fail to benefit
from the many practical approaches to problem-solving in this book. Everyone
should read it!” Andrew Hilton, Managing Director, Corporate Training Partnerships
Ltd “F. Durrenmatt says 'What concerns everyone, can only be solved by everyone'
- and David's book is the practical guide to getting everyone fully engaged with a
creative technique to solve any of your challenges.” Peter Schwanh™ußer, Partner,
papilio ag, Zurich

How to Memorize Anything
This work by bestselling author Tony Buzan offers new techniques for metapositive thinking, a fool-proof success formula and 5 Brain Principles to help you
develop your body and mind to best advantage.

Visualizing Social Science Research
Unlock your brain's potential using mind mapping Mind mapping is a popular
technique that can be applied in a variety of situations and settings. Students can
make sense of complex topics and structure their revision with mind mapping;
business people can manage projects and collaborate with colleagues using mind
maps, and any creative process can be supported by using a mind map to explore
ideas and build upon them. Mind maps allow for greater creativity when recording
ideas and information whatever the topic, and enable the note-taker to associate
words with visual representations. Mind Mapping For Dummies explains how mind
mapping works, why it's so successful, and the many ways it can be used. It takes
you through the wide range of approaches to mind mapping, looks at the available
mind mapping software options, and investigates advanced mind mapping
techniques for a range of purposes, including studying for exams, improving
memory, project management, and maximizing creativity. Suitable for students of
all ages and study levels An excellent resource for people working on creative
projects who wish to use mind mapping to develop their ideas Shows
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businesspeople how to maximize their efficiency, manage projects, and brainstorm
effectively If you're a student, artist, writer, or businessperson, Mind Mapping For
Dummies shows you how to unlock your brain's potential.

Mind Map Notebook
Mind Maps for Kids has taken the education world by storm, selling over 20,500
copies in the first four months of publication. Back by popular demand, Mind Map
genius Tony Buzan now works his magic on the area of learning that most worries
children, parents and teachers alike: revision. With Tony Buzan it's all brain, no
pain!

Make the Most of Your Mind
Learn why people from all over the world use mind maps to make their lives easier,
and unlock the secrets to creating your own. HOW THIS BOOK IS DIFFERENT AND
DELIVERS RESULTS There are many sources on mind-mapping that will tell you
why mind maps are fantastic and who can use them. However, this book will not
only give you this information; it also contains practical advice to unlock the
secrets to creating great mind maps.- not just good ones. BENEFITS OF MIND
MAPPING Memorize complex information. Prepare interactive and efficient
presentations. Avoid confusing and tedious explanations. Get a "bigger picture"
view of tasks. Share and condense information easily Visualize abstract concepts.
Enjoyable creation process. High level of adaptability and personalization. Learning
mind map secrets. Improving memories. Learning how to use mind map ideas.
WHO IS THIS BOOK FOR? Mind maps are useful for people from all walks of life.
Whether you are a student studying for important exams, a manager who needs a
new way to deliver presentations, or a mom arranging a holiday for a family of five.
Mind maps are a fun, easy way to categorize, show, and learn new information.
This book is suitable for beginners, but even experienced mind-mappers will find
something new in its pages. BETTER YOUR LIFE THROUGH MIND MAPS It can be
incredibly frustrating to work with a horde of notes and documents and diaries; it
wastes a lot of time and you constantly have to shift between different sources of
information. Mind maps eliminate this problem, with an easy, quick, and fun way to
organize all kinds of information in one convenient place. PRACTICAL ADVICE This
book offers several pieces of practical advice and examples to make creating mind
maps as easy and clear as possible. You will learn the secrets to great mind maps,
and the steps to start with your own mapping journey. AFTER YOU READ THE BOOK
Whether you are a beginner or an experienced mind mapper, this book will teach
you something new about creating wonderful and efficient mind maps and help
you to be reach to mind map mastery. By the time that you have finished reading,
you might just decide to use mind maps for everything in your life!

How to mind map
Explains how to develop untapped resource areas of the brain and increase your
ability to think, learn, read, memorize, listen, and solve problems more creatively
and efficiently
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Ready, Study, Go!: Smart Ways to Learn
The Mind Map is the most effective thinking tool of our time. It will dramatically
improve your intelligence, creativity, communication, concentration and memory every aspect of your performance. It is the key to unlocking your power and
potential. Invented by Tony Buzan, the world's leading authority on the brain and
learning, the Mind Map is a groundbreaking technique that has taken the business
and educational worlds by storm. Used by hundreds of millions of people, it
harnesses the full range of your cortical skills - word, image, number, logic,
rhythm, colour, spatial awareness - so you can roam the infinite expanses of your
brain. Applied to any challenge or goal, Mind Maps will help you to: * *Think clearly,
creatively and originally *Solve problems and make confident decisions *Plan,
persuade and negotiate *Remember anything you want *Manage and take control
of your life There are no limits to the number of thoughts, ideas and connections
that your brain can make - read The Mind Map Book to let the journey begin!

Mind Mapping Journal for Boys
Tony Buzan’s Mind Mapping technique is a revolutionary thinking tool that has
changed the lives of millions of people around the globe. The Mind Map Handbook
is the indispensible guide to his unique system and will help you discover and
harness the genius within you.

The Mind Map Book
Complete Guide to Get Started with Mind MappingMind Maps are an incredibly
versatile and powerful method for visually organizing information as well as
brainstorming, memorizing, and problem solving, but only if you understand how to
properly create and use them! Want to master Mind Maps quickly?There are so
many uses for Mind Maps and so many compelling reasons to implement them in
your work, your studies, and your everyday life. With this guide in your hands, it is
easier than ever to maximize your efficiency and productivity in business and at
home! When you understand how to use Mind Maps to their maximum potential,
you unlock greater efficiency and make better use of your time and your team's
time. Easily set up your Mind Maps and truly get the most out of them simply by
following the easy instructions fully explained inside this guide. It doesn't matter if
you have never used Mind Maps before, this book gives you detailed chapters on
the principles of Mind Mapping and exactly how to apply them for a variety of
different purposes and tasks. This step-by-step guide gives you everything you
need to know to unlock the power of Mind Maps and do more at the office, at
school, and at home than you ever thought possible!Here is a preview of what you
will learn in this guide: Chapter 1: What Is Mind Mapping? History of mind maps
How to mind map When would you use mind mapping? Benefits of mind mapping
Chapter 2: Students and Mind Mapping Taking notes Studying Writing essays
Young kids and mind mapping Chapter 3: Teachers and Mind Mapping Creating a
lesson plan Creating handouts Creating a test Presenting a lecture Chapter 4: Mind
Mapping for Work + Business Brainstorming Giving a presentation Taking meeting
minutes Project management Chapter 5: Mind Mapping for Writers Creating
characters Creating a mind map for plot Creating a mind map for an entire book
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Organizing publishing information Chapter 6: Mind Mapping for Daily Life Mind
mapping a wedding Planning a vacation Mind mapping a personal goal Mind
mapping to-do, chores, and grocery lists Chapter 7: Mind-Mapping Tools Books +
websites Mind-mapping tools What mind-mapping software should you choose?
Best mind-mapping software And so much more! Even if you have never used Mind
Maps before, have no fear! With this guide in your hands that will not be a barrier
for you any longer. Master Mind Mapping easily when you grab this guide now!

Teacher Development Over Time
✔ Are you tired of failure and feeling blocked? ✔ Are you struggling to find
inspiration and new ideas? ✔ Are you looking for ways to better strategize, plan
and negotiate for your business? ✔ Suffering from writer's block? Discover the
resource that's better than therapy.

Brain Child
Would you like to- bull; Double you current memory capacity? bull; Be able to
remember perfectly a list of 100 objects in under two hours? bull; Expand your
memory and knowledge of the world's greatest artists, composers and writers?
bull; Raise your IQ and achieve greater success in all aspects of life? bull;
Remember telephone and other vital numbers? bull; Master Your Memory is
designed to help you to do just that. This edition of Master Your Memory introduces
you to the last great memory invention of the last millennium - the Self-Enhancing
Master memory matrix. This technique will allow you to memorise anything from
ten to fifty thousand items with comparative ease, while at the same time
exercising and improving your Memory Muscle.

Visualizing Social Science Research
Describes the different forms of intelligence, including creativity, social skill,
physical and sensual abilities, and numerical, spatial, and verbal aptitudes, and
suggests ways to understand and develop each kind. Reprint.

Mind Map Handbook: The ultimate thinking tool
This book is the definitive guide to Mind Mapping. Tony Buzan has changed the
lives of millions with Mind Maps, his revolutionary system of note-taking that will
help you excel in every area of your life. This practical full-colour book shows how
this incredible thinking tool works and how you can use it to achieve your full
potential.

Mind Maps for Kids
Harness your mind’s innate tendency to wander, stall, rest, and unfocus and
become more productive—in the boardroom, living room, or classroom. To finish
tasks and achieve goals, most people believe that more focus is the solution. We
rely on to-do lists, calendar reminders, noise-blocking headphones, and sometimes
medication to help us concentrate—even though these tactics often fail to
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substantially improve productivity. Drawing on the latest brain research,
compelling stories from his psychological practice, and colorful examples of
counterintuitive success from sports, business, education, and the arts,
neuroscientist Srini Pillay, M.D., challenges traditional ideas about productivity,
revealing the lasting, positive benefits of adding deliberate and regular unfocus to
your repertoire. A fascinating tour through brain wavelengths and rhythm,
mindsets, and mental relaxation, Tinker Dabble Doodle Try demonstrates how
specific kinds of planned unfocus stimulate cognitive calmness, jumpstart
productivity, enhance innovation, inspire creativity, improve long-term memory,
and, of course, help you stay on target. Tinkering with ideas and with things
releases your mind to wander from a state of stuckness into a possibility frame of
mind, triggering neural connections and new insights. Dabbling in a new
endeavor—whether a hobby or fantasy—disrupts your habitual and reactive
thinking, helping you find new solutions to old problems. Doodling can help you tap
into another brain frequency to remove obstacles and create opportunities and
inspiration. With techniques for training the brain to unfocus, concepts for
scheduling busy lives, and ideas for controlling this new cognitive-toggling
capability, Tinker Dabble Doodle Try will change how you think about
daydreaming, relaxing, leaving work unfinished, and even multitasking. What you’ll
discover is a greater freedom, a deeper intelligence, and a more profound joy in
your life. Advance praise for Tinker Dabble Doodle Try “Pillay’s effortless writing
style, combined with an excellent balance of popular psychology and self-help,
makes this a helpful read for those who enjoy a light dive into psychology with
practical applications.”—Library Journal “Pillay cites an intriguing range of brain
studies to support his argument, and his case studies of individuals with whom he
has worked provide useful insights.”—Kirkus Reviews “Dr. Srini Pillay offers a
brilliant, deeply researched, and even more deeply imagined blueprint for using
one’s full mental armamentarium, conscious, unconscious, and all the
undiscovered rest! A fantastic book!”—Edward M. Hallowell, M.D., co-author of
Delivered from Distraction “Dr. Pillay’s new book will help you create a new, fun,
more playful destiny and unlock your brain’s inner potential.”—Daniel G. Amen,
M.D., co-author of The Brain Warrior’s Way “This book not only gives you license to
step off the hamster wheel of focus, focus, focus, but it will show you how to
strategically and productively do so.”—JJ Virgin, author of JJ Virgin’s Sugar Impact
Diet “This brilliant book shows how to manipulate your brain to alternate between
intense concentration and deliberate mind-wandering.”—Mark Robert Waldman, coauthor of How God Changes Your Brain “Great medicine for those who have long
suspected that multitasking and always being on the go aren’t all they are cracked
up to be.”—Sara Gottfried M.D., author of The Hormone Cure
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